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                       Industrialization
● During this time period, some technological advances 

included the steam engine, the steamboat, the flying shuttle, 
the water frame

● Since some countries where industrializing faster than others, 
the countries that were industrialized took advantage of the 
non-industrialized by using their resources and labor

● The benefit of having a railroad in Britain in the early 
Industrial age was that transporting goods and information 
became easier



                      Industrialization
● Because of Industrialization, many people migrated because 

of the jobs that were created and the economies flourished 
because of the constant trading of goods

● The philosophy of laissez-faire helped with the idea of a free 
market

● Small farmers and Industrial workers are alike in the way that 
they all had to end up working for someone and they had to 
work long harsh hours. 

● Socialism and communism are alike in that both are 
centralized around public ownership 



                         Imperialism
● The main purpose of the Berlin Compromise was to split up 

Africa between European countries without conflict
● Because of the Berlin Conference, Africa was divided without 

the permission of the African leaders
● After the Sepoy Mutiny in India, the British tried a direct 

control method over the country



                        Imperialism
● India was called the “jewel in the crown” by Great Britain 

because it was the most valuable of their colonies 
● Indirect control meant leaving the people to rule themselves 

as the colonizers watch from a distance while direct control is 
when the colonizers were in the colony and ruling from there

● In Africa, there was a shortage of food because the Europeans 
insisted on growing cash crops such as cotton

● Since the land on the Pacific Rim had abundant natural 
resources and had a strategic location, many western nations 
wanted to expand there



                       World War I

● The assassination of the archduke started WWI
● The closest link between imperialism and militarism was as 

colonies were overtaken they then forced them to fight in 
their army.

● Trench Warfare was intended to be used for protection. The 
trenches were not your ideal place to live though. beds were 
holes dug into the wall and it was normally muddy and 
extremely loud.



                        World War I

● Wilson’s Plan was to make lasting peace But all the other 
allied nations wanted Something from the war so he had to 
compromise.

● The Significance of winning the first battle of marne Is that it 
showed the allies power

● Unrestricted sub-warfare referred to using submarines to 
attack supply ships or unarmed ships. 



                  World War I (pg.2)

● The treaty of versailles caused a lot of hate and harsh feelings 
in germany.

● Woodrow Wilson’s 14 points were the plan to prevent any 
further warfare. They Addressed problems that caused WWI 
And problems Caused by WWI .  It was a plan for lasting 
peace.

● A war Becomes Total War when countries devote all their 
resources to it.



                        World War II 
● The Allies’ plan for victory over the Nazis was to make 

germany fight on 2 fronts to weaken them. 
● Thousands Of U.S citizens were put in internment camps 

because the U.S singled out japanese after the pearl harbor 
bombing and made japanese americans stay in camps to avoid 
terrorism

● Truman Agreed to use the Atomic bomb to ensure a quick 
victory



                       World War II
● People were displaced after the war because all the people 

and soldiers in camps who were released , Jews migrating , 
And many didn’t have homes anymore.

● France and Great Britain Waged War on germany because the 
invasion of poland

● The Nuremberg trials Addressed high ranking Nazi officials 
and officers for their war crimes, Many were put to death or 
sentenced to life in prison.



                        Genocide

● The Holocaust and The Final Solution were related because 
the Final Solution is when the nazis started killing off all of 
the jews.

● The Belgians Believed Tutsi’s were superior in Rwanda 
● Signs of genocide in Rwanda were as followed, Classification 

, and killing of the Tutsi President



                        Genocide

● Some Impacts On post-Genocide Rwanda were mass trauma , 
Racism , and fear.(And A lot Of Memorials)

● Rwanda Dealt with Crime Against humanity by allowing the 
U.N courts handle it and punish the leaders.

● The Levels of genocide were Bias(Jokes,),Next Prejudice 
(Name Calling) Then Discrimination (Exclusion) Then 
Violence (Rape, Murder ) Than Genocide 



                       Apartheid
● In Afrikaans, apartheid means separateness 
● Apartheid laws included housing restrictions, job restrictions, banning of books 

that the government didn’t agree on 
● When the anti-apartheid protests began to increase, the government began to 

become more violent to try and control the people
● The international community and other African nations placed a trade embargo on 

South Africa causing their economy to fail


